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PROV-SwProcess: A PROV Extension Data Model for Software 
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Development Processes  

ure defines data provenance as the description of the origins of a piece of data and the process by which it arrive
ase. It helps to audit and understand data history and bring transparency to the process. Provenance has bee
ly used in scientific computing, chemical industries, and health sciences, considering that these areas require
nsive traceability mechanism. Meanwhile, companies have been collecting and storing more data from their system
sses. This work investigates if the use of provenance models and techniques can support software process
 analysis and data-driven decision-making, considering the increasing availability of process data provided b
s. PROV-SwProcess, a software development process provenance modeling proposal, was developed and evaluate
 and provenance experts. Our proposal is an extension of the W3C recommended standard model PROV, aimin

 and store the most relevant information about software development process provenance data. The results sugge
odel's suitability improves and assists process managers in the software process analysis and supports data-drive
aking. 

s: Software Process; Provenance Data; Provenance Model; Ontology; Data Analysis.  

ction 

hers and industry professionals have increasingly 
since the '80s, techniques to improve Software 
ent Processes (SDP) (HUMPHREY, 1989). 
, software remains an important industrial 
e factor, and, consequently, SDP is considered an 

 activity for industry growth (BOSCH, 2017). 
ftware development, different types of data can be 
such as product, process, and organizational data. 
a novelty that software development companies 
dopt data-driven practices in part of their business 
(OLSSON and BOSCH, 2014). However, the use 
re process data could be a challenging topic for 
ftware engineers. Over time, the records 
e, and the large volume of data makes SDP data 
ven more challenging to be conducted. 
ossible way to support software processes 
ility and reduce the possibility of repeating dead 

 using data provenance. BUNEMAN et al. (2001) 
a provenance as the description of the origins of a 
data and the process by which it arrived in a 

Tracking provenance enables sharing, 
g, and reusing data, simplifying collaborative 
reducing the possibility of repeating dead ends, 
ating learning (RAM and LIU, 2007).  
akeholders, such as developers, managers, and 
m members, want to understand "how and why a 
omponent, chunk of code, test suite, or other 
ent artifact came to be where it is". More than this, 
such as: "Where did this software product/entity 
ction, feature, test suite, documentation) come 
What is its history?”, “What / and how other 
e related to it?”, “Who else is using/used this?”, 
 purpose was it generated?” or “How reliable is 
reasingly common in the SDP area, and, using the 
e of SDP data, we can correctly answer them. It is 

 to quote that provenance data differs from process 
ds, considering that by using provenance, we can 
e “influence” relations between the data and not 
ing all the executed actions. It would be important 

to provide the process manager with what occurred or w
implemented, during the execution of the company
software processes, based on data from the proce
execution, aiming to support in-process decision-making. 

However, using only primary provenance constructors 
not enough. We need to express specific SDP information 
detail, such as resources and procedures used by th
activities, different types of SDP artifacts, or new possib
relationships between them. Also, there is hidde
information (black box information), such as the need 
debug an activity and identify file changes that silent
occurred and need to be discovered. We can discover th
type of information using implicit provenance - provenan
information derived from a reasoner execution over a
ontology (OLIVEIRA et al., 2017) (FREIRE et al., 200
and the specialization of provenance primary constructors 
express SDP properly. Consequently, the main proble
analyzed in this work is: How to capture and analyze wh
occurred during a software development process executio
to support future process analysis and data-drive
decision-making? 

We conjecture that traditional provenance mode
proposed in the literature are not enough to capture all th
software development process data's specificities. O
hypothesis is: The use of a specific provenance model f
capturing and analyzing software process provenance da
is necessary to capture all the specificities of softwa
processes, assist process managers in future SDP analysi
and support data-driven decision-making. 

This hypothesis considers different SDP executio
systems (tools to guide and watch the SDP execution) an
the lack of a standard model to capture SDP provenanc
Therefore, we formulated the following research question
RQ1. What SDP execution and provenance data should b
captured?, RQ2. Which implicit information can be derive
from captured data?, RQ3. What are the characteristics an
limitations of the existing provenance approaches/mode
that deal with SDP provenance?, RQ4. What are th
analysis possibilities that can be carried out on SD
provenance data? and RQ5. How the analysis possibiliti
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discovered in RQ4 can improve and assist process managers 
in decision-making. 
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in goal of this work is to: Develop and evaluate a 
model to help in the capture, storage, and 
of SDP provenance data. We can decompose this 
al into specific goals: i) to characterize existing 
t use provenance in the context of SDP by 

 their features, strengths, and limitations; ii) to 
e necessary features for a model that aims to 
d query SDP provenance data, and iii) to define a 
e model to deal with the specificities of SDP and 
plicit and implicit provenance. 
ork was conducted based on the Design Science 
(DSR) methodology (HEVNER et al., 2004). 
e conducted an informal literature review to study 

opics and a gap considering applying techniques 
nance models in SDP. Then, we defined the 
roblem and conducted a quasi-systematic review 
 the use of provenance in SDP. We executed these 
steps iteratively. In the third step, Propose the 
 we defined the PROV-SwProcess model. We 
 the model considering eleven Competency 
 (CQs) to accommodate SPD provenance 
es, including its main elements, relations, and 
rules. Finally, we conducted two evaluation 
., an evaluation with provenance and process 
d a historical research study with software process 
ent data from three development companies.  
re, the main contributions are i) A quasi-

c Literature Review of Provenance use in SDP; ii) 
V-SwProcess provenance model – a provenance 
DP, including a set of competency questions and 

ctive decision-making possibilities that can be 
 in answering these questions; and iii) An 
 in two cycles, with provenance and process 
nd with software process data sets from three 
evelopment companies. 
cified the PROV-SwProcess model as the core 
ol-supported approach called iSPuP. It allows the 

tantiation, new information inferencing, and data 
on. Although its use is not mandatory, it is 
to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed model 
e. In this paper, our focus is on the PROV-
s model. Therefore, we briefly present the iSPuP 
and its tool support in Section 5. 
maining text is organized as follows. Section 2 
e main concepts related to software process and 
e data, including the literature's main related 
 Section 3, a quasi-systematic literature review 

ing showing how we can use provenance in the 
ain, considering a predefined methodology, is 
ection 4 describes the PROV-SwProcess model 

ovenance model developed to accommodate SDP 
e specificities. Section 5 presents a running 
sed to explain the PROV-SwProcess model in 

ction 6 discusses an evaluation with provenance 
are process experts to inspect/validate the PROV-
s model and a historical research study using 
process data from three software development 
s. Section 7 summarizes the contributions and lists 
uestions and opportunities for improvement.  

Software Process or Software Development Proce
(SDP) can be defined as “the coherent set of policie
organizational structures, technologies, procedures, an
artifacts that are needed to conceive, develop, deploy, an
maintain a software product” (FUGGETTA, 2000).  

SDP's essential aspects considered in this work a
activities, stakeholders, resources, procedure, and artifac
(FALBO and BERTOLLO, 2009). An activity deals wi
the process activities used to create and/or maintain softwa
and compose the software development proces
Stakeholder refers to organizations, persons, projects, 
teams acting or interested in the software process activitie
Resource involves hardware equipment and softwa
products used by the software process activities. Procedu
relates to methods, techniques, and document templat
adopted by the software process activities, and artifa
represents different types of objects produced, changed, an
used in process activities. 

Another essential concept about SDP is its life cycle. 
detailed SDP life cycle contains the following phases (
activities).: Technology Provision, Process Requiremen
Analysis, Process Design, Process Instantiation, Proce
Simulation, Process Execution, and Process Evaluatio
Technology Provision includes the technology provision 
support the software and process model’s productio
Process Requirement Analysis identifies the requiremen
for designing a new process or the new requirements for a
existing process. Process Design is a process modeling ste
which elicits and captures informal processes' description
converting them into formal process models. In the Proce
Instantiation phase, we add to the process model detaile
information about the deadlines, agents, and resources use
by each activity defined in the process. Process Simulatio
allows the verification and validation of the defined proce
before its execution. Process Execution uses th
instantiated process and executes it using tools to guide an
watch the modeled process's execution, and Proce
Evaluation aims to provide quantitative and qualitativ
information about the process execution; it can occur 
parallel with the process execution, and we can use th
acquired information in the future occurrences of the proce
requirements analysis. 

The provenance model presented in this paper (name
PROV-SwProcess) considers mainly the phases 
execution and analysis of the software process's life cycl
During the execution phase, SDP data are captured to b
analyzed during the process evaluation. PROV-SwProce
model defines SDP constructs and several relations betwee
these constructs during the process execution (e.g., create
and modified artifacts, procedures adoption, activities, an
stakeholders’ associations, among others.). These relatio
represent some influences established between SDP dat
allowing a deeper understanding and interpretation of SD
execution. The approach also considers the storage an
inference of new information from the capture of softwa
processes' provenance.  

According to Herschel et al. (2017), provenance 
metadata that describes a production process instead 
describing data. It helps to audit and interpret data, bringin
transparency to this process (MOREAU, 2010) (CUEVA
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) that enabled the data creation (SIMMHAN et al., 
UZ et al., 2009). According to Freire et al. (2008), 
 two types of provenance: (i) prospective 
e: it captures a computational task’s specification 

sponds to the steps followed to generate a data 
nd (ii) retrospective provenance: it captures the 
uted, as well as information about the environment 
erive a specific data product. More recently, 

icenttín et al. (2012) introduce the evolution 
e.  
P life cycle can include the capture and use of 
e data. In the Process Design (or Process 
) and Process Instantiation phases, the models 
stored appropriately to capture prospective 

e (i.e., provenance related to the process 
on). If previously captured data already exists, it 
ed in the Process Simulation phase, supporting 
rification and validation, before its execution in 
rios. During the Process Execution phase, we 
SDP provenance data (i.e., retrospective 
e), and the data must be appropriately processed 
d during the Process Evaluation phase. In the 
valuation phase, we use all the captured/stored 
e data to derive information (i.e., implicit 
e) that may contribute to the process's 
ent initially defined and assist the process 
n making some strategic decisions.  
re two main provenance models suggested in the 
OPM (MOREAU et al., 2011) and PROV1 

U and GROTH, 2013). PROV model aims to 
rovenance data using descriptions of entities, 
and agents involved in producing or delivering an 
 the relationships between them (Figure 1). The 
oal is to enable the publication and interchange of 
e information in heterogeneous environments.  

 
e 1: Nodes and edges in PROV (adapted from 

GIL and MILES (2013)). 
 

ering that the PROV model is generic and presents 
lationship possibilities, there are in the literature 
osals to specialize this model to specific domains. 
.1 discusses in detail some proposals and their 
ith PROV-SwProcess. 

 
w of PROV model can be found in 
.w3.org/TR/2013/NOTE-prov-overview-20130430/  

To evaluate the use of provenance in the SDP context, w
planned and executed a quasi-systematic literature review
Our research method uses the guidelines provided 
(BRERETON et al., 2007). In the Planning Phase, w
defined the research questions and a review protocol 
identify approaches that use provenance techniques and/
models in SDP. We obtained three control papers2 during
previous ad hoc literature review: 

1) DANG, Y. B., CHENG, P., LUO, L., CHO, A. A code provenance
management tool for IP-aware software development. In: Companion o
the 30th International Conference on Software Engineering, Informa
Research Demonstrations. ACM. pp. 975-976, 2008.  
2)WENDEL, H., KUNDE, M., SCHREIBER, A. Provenance o
software development processes. In: McGuinness D.L., Michaelis J.R.
Moreau L. (eds) Provenance and Annotation of Data and Processes
IPAW 2010. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 6378. Springer
Berlin, Heidelberg, pp.59-63, 2010.  
3) COSTA, G. C. B., WERNER, C. M., BRAGA, R. Software Proces
Performance Improvement Using Data Provenance and Ontology. In
International Conference on Business Process Management. Springe
International Publishing, pp. 55-71, 2016. 

We defined the search string using the PICO structur
according to Table 1. We concatenated Synonyms an
alternate spellings using OR and concatenated the terms 
each PICO category using AND.  

(“software process” OR “software processes” OR
“software development” OR “system development” OR
“systems development”) AND (“provenance”) AND
(“approach” OR “technique” OR “method” OR
“methodology” OR “tool” OR “system” OR
“application” or “proposal”) 

 
Table 1: Search string keywords. 

Category Keywords 

P 
software 
development 
process 

software process, software 
processes, software 
development, system 
development, systems 
development  

I provenance data provenance 

C - - 

O Approaches 
approach, technique, method, 
methodology, tool, system, 
application, proposal 

We executed the search in three electronic database
Compendex (www.engineeringvillage.com), IEEExplo
(www.ieeexplore.ieee.org), Scopus (www.scopus.com), an
the review include every paper returned by the search strin
that meets at least one of the following inclusion criteria (IC
and does not meet any exclusion criteria (EC): IC1 
Publications must address the use of provenance in th
context of software process; IC2 - Publications must discu
opportunities and challenges by applying provenance in th
context of software process; IC3 - Publications must prese
proposals and/or models for applying provenance in th
software process context; IC4 - Publications must repo
experiences about the use of provenance in the softwa

2 Previously selected papers about the topic of the systematic literature
review that should be returned by the search string during its execution. 
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ns whose full text is not available for download, 
mplete form, in the digital libraries, nor through 
 way without costs for the researcher; EC3 - 
ns not published in a conference or a journal; EC4 
me study has been published more than once, we 
st detailed version (we exclude the others). 
, the protocol's execution returned a total of 112 

ns until 20173. From 2017 up to 2020 (November), 
nic databases returned 18 publications, totaling 

e papers were merged and submitted to a filtering 
mprising three steps: (i) Remove duplicates; (ii) 

titles and abstracts, considering the 
exclusion criteria. We excluded the results 
 clearly irrelevant. To reduce the risk of excluding 

an early stage of the review, two doctoral students 
if the result should be included/excluded. If one 
 the inclusion and the other student suggested its 
 we chose to include the result; and (iii) Analyze 
he results selected in the previous step were fully 
verified if the paper should be included and 

) and we selected 18 papers as the result of the 
ecution4. In this review, an analysis was about the 
papers' quality using a quality assessment 
aire. We verified if the authors of the study clearly 
ims/objectives of the research. This question could 
red positively for all the reviewed publications, 
 3. We also analyzed if the paper clearly explained 
sed approach. For most publications (72%), we 
wer this positively. We also checked if the 
e model was clearly described and its adoption 
0% of the papers addressed this issue. 

o verified if there is any empirical/experimental 
rding the approach. However, most approaches do 
e such results. We also considered if the papers 
validity threats explicitly- they discuss the scope 
 scarcely. Only 4 have this type of discussion. One 
 a previous work from the authors of this paper. 
e evaluated whether the selected papers answer the 
uestions, but, unfortunately, only 33% presented 
ers. The results confirmed that it is still rare in the 
ature proposals addressing the use of provenance 

here is insufficient evidence about the validation 
posed approaches, which brought up some open 
and future work possibilities.  
gh all the analyzed approaches apply provenance 
P context, they have quite different objectives, 
he versatility of issues explored from historical 
n about SDP data. The more classical provenance 
ts in the analysis of software artifacts production 
pective provenance. Four approaches (DANG et 
(XU and SENGUPTA, 2005), (DAVIES et al., 
 (GODFREY, 2015) (SCHREIBER et al., 2020) 
he provenance of SDP artifacts and the challenges 
its capture, storage, and manipulation. 
re proposals to map provenance as a catalog of 

ional requirements (LEAL et al., 2015), 
 

ete systematic mapping can be accessed at: 
.cos.ufrj.br/index.php/pt-BR/publicacoes-
ails/15/2874  

effort evaluation (BERARDI and RUIZ 2008), besid
system vulnerabilities detection using provenance an
pattern matching (THAKUR et al., 2009), or blockcha
(ULYBYSHEV et al., 2018). However, six approaches hav
a general goal in common: making SDP provenance awa
(WENDEL et al., 2010) (DALPRA et al., 2015) (COSTA
2016) (COSTA et al., 2016) (FALCI et al., 2018) (COST
et al., 2019), and the last five are focusing on SD
improvement, reusing the experience obtained in previo
executions. 

Although the most widely used model is PROV, there 
no consensus on SDP's most appropriate provenance mode
Some of the approaches (32.7%) propose their ow
provenance models to deal with provenance since there is n
concern with data interoperability and reuse. RP et al. (201
suggest using the model proposed by the authors of th
paper. The remaining (67.3%) use both PROV or OPM
mostly PROV, or do not mention the use of som
provenance model. Considering these observations an
based on the fact that software processes have we
established concepts, a need for standardization 
provenance models for this domain is perceived. From th
analysis of the selected papers, we detected that the benefi
of applying provenance in the SDP context are pretty varie
showing the flexibility of benefits obtained when usin
provenance in SDP. We can cite, as examples, (i) co
reduction of the copyright clearance effort (DANG et a
2008), (ii) produce pieces of data with higher quality (LEA
et al., 2015), (iii) creation of access control policies usin
provenance (SUN et al., 2013.), (iv) analyze software effo
data, as well as to identify flawed points and improveme
margins (BERARDI and RUIZ 2008), (ULYBYSHEV et a
2018) (v) handling of known and unknown exceptio
(THAKUR et al., 2009), (vi) incorporate versionin
traceability, and provenance in software design (XU AN
SENGUPTA, 2005), (SCHREIBER et al., 2020), (RP et a
2019) (vii) record/store provenance data of SDP allowing i
querying (WENDEL et al., 2010), (viii) improving SD
(COSTA, 2016) (COSTA et al., 2016), (COSTA et a
2019) and (ix) assist process managers in decision-makin
(DALPRA et al., 2015) (FALCI et al., 2018). 

Analyzing the content of the selected papers, 38,8% 
them do not consider or do not deal with SDP provenanc
e.g., they deal only with the software “artifacts” provenanc
There is no consensus regarding the benefits achieved b
using provenance in the SDP domain and about the mo
appropriate provenance model to be used specifically in th
SDP domain. Such findings generate evidence that, althoug
many studies indicate the need and the possibility 
obtaining advantages through the use of provenan
techniques in SDP, it is still rare to find proposals that hav
been implemented and evaluated through experiment
studies - we found only one: Davies et al. (2013). It focus
on the provenance of software development artifacts 
general and does not deal with the whole construct
relations, and inferences possibilities of the SDP domain. 

4 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5238550 
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pecialized workshops published many important 
ated to provenance that digital libraries’ search 
d not return. Thus, from an ad-hoc search, it was 
o find some works that deserves to be discussed. 
 et al. (2019) propose an extended provenance 
med GitHUB2PROV to deal with project 

ent. The model deals only with commits and issues 
ot propose a complete process provenance model, 

in our work. Other works that deserve to be cited 
ey investigate the use of ontologies in software 

ent is Pan et al. (2013) that brings fourteen 
bout the state-of-the-art ontology reasoning into 
evelopment and its languages; and Rocha et al. 
t proposes DKDOnto, a domain-specific ontology 
uted development, aiming to help projects with a 
vocabulary, assisting the distributed SDP better. 
he applicability of the PROV-SwProcess is 
and presented by Bose et al. (2019). This work 
BLINKER, an extensible framework that 

ts/uses the PROV-SwProcess model in a 
n-based conceptual framework for capturing, 
ploring, and analyzing software provenance data. 

SwProcess Provenance Model 

ROV-SwProcess model was defined as an 
of the PROV model, aiming to capture and store 
DP provenance data information. In addition, the 
Process model provides a structure that allows 

rom software process provenance data. PROV-
s model results from a set of Competency 
 (CQ) proposed after the literature review and 
 with process and provenance experts. We present 
 in Subsection 4.3.  

on with other standards/models 

SwProcess uses as a basis for its definition the 
f Software Process Execution of the Software 
ntology (SPO) (FALBO and BERTOLLO, 2009). 
ogy establishes a shared conceptualization of the 
process domain, encompassing three main sub-
: activity, resource, and procedure ontologies. The 
tology is the core ontology, which concepts and 

are used by the others. The software process 
in turn, is developed using the three sub-

. The concept of activity is at the core of any 
rocess model. An activity is a piece of work to be 
uses artefacts as input and produces artefacts as 
 be performed, an activity requires resources and 
cedures. Therefore, some elements are required to 
plishment of an activity, such as people, hardware, 
are. These elements are known as resources and 
ented in the SPO’s resource ontology. In addition, 
P definition, it is important to define how the 

will be performed. To do that, we must establish 
s to be adopted in the accomplishment of the 
There are several types of procedures, such as 

 
t: http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/  

basic SPO concepts and evolving the concepts alread
detailed in PROV-Process. The design decision was 
define the SPO corresponding concepts in PROV
SwProcess. The main rationale behind this decision was th
SPO is considerably more extensive than PROV-SwProces
The simplified model of PROV-SwProcess can be mo
effective to capture useful information for SDP users.  

We published a preliminary proposal of PROV
SwProcess (called PROV-Process) in Dalpra et al. (2015).
consists of an initial approach to applying the PROV mod
in the SDP domain. PROV-SwProcess aims to incorpora
the basic ideas of PROV-Process, as well as addition
contributions (new constructors - Software_Proces
Procedure, Resource, and its respective subtypes; w
renamed Entities to Artifacts and we included five specif
artifacts subtypes; new relations were specified, and eig
groups of inference rules were defined and implemented), 
derive an adequate model that can be used in SDP. 

Another extension of PROV model specification is D
PROV (MISSIER et al., 2013). It aims to represent proce
structure, i.e., to enable the storage and query usin
prospective provenance. D-PROV was a previous version 
ProvONE (CUEVAS-VICENTTÍN et al., 2016). Althoug
ProvONE is helpful in the scientific workflow domain, it 
not adequate for capturing and analyzing provenance in th
SDP domain. For example, in ProvONE, the workflo
execution corresponds to the execution of computation
tasks only by software agents but, in the SDP context, it 
important to express different types of agents, such 
persons, software agents, and organizations. Beside
ProvONE does not allow to derive implicit provenan
information. Another PROV extension is Versioned-PRO
(PIMENTEL et al., 2018). It adds support for th
provenance of mutable values by time-versioning entitie
being useful to represent fine-grained provenance fro
scripts. Other approaches that extend the PROV model a
P-PLAN (GARIJO and GIL, 2012) and Wfpro
(BELHAJJAME et al., 2012). The authors developed 
PLAN to capture workflows prospective provenance an
WfPROV retrospective provenance, respectively. Althoug
they are adequate for the scientific workflow domain, the
do not have the SDP domain's specificities. As well as D
PROV, ProvONE, and Versioned-PROV, the PROV
SwProcess model is an extension of the PROV mode
However, it is specific to the SDP domain. 

We planned the PROV-SwProcess evaluation as a mod
inspection with experts in provenance and softwa
processes to detect possible semantic defects an
improvement points. The corrections generated the secon
version of the model. However, as we made significa
changes in the model, we considered the need for a r
evaluation. An expert evaluated the second model versio
and pointed out 32 correct points and 6 defects (3 incorre
facts, 1 inconsistence, and 2 omissions). These correctio
generated the third version of the PROV-SwProcess modeJo
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and we used real data to evaluate it6. Section 6 presents more 
details about PROV-SwProcess evaluation with experts. 
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Figure 2 presents PROV-SwProcess model constructs, 
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-SwProcess model Specification 

OV-SwProcess is divided into (i) associations (or 
 (ii) classes, and (iii) specific inference rules in 
llow relevant SDP data capturing. Figures 2 to 5 
r diagrams7 to represent the PROV-SwProcess 
l model. In order to use the model, SDP data must 
 into the model. The SDP data are called the SDP 
 this paper. 
SwProcess encompasses i) Prospective 
ce, detailing all the activities that must be carried 
enerate the software. Also, it specifies the 
e(s) for the process, the specific roles to perform 
, the procedures and resources to be adopted, and 
to be generated, used, or modified and ii) 
tive provenance: comprises the activities that 
cuted in the SDP, considering the adopted 
, the artifacts generated, updated, and/or used, the 
rs involved, and the resources used during the 

xecution. This information can be recorded at 
grees of detail and granularity, depending on how 
system specifies the recording. Besides that, 
Process includes the essential aspects of SDP: 
stakeholder, resource, procedure, and artifact, as 

in SPO (FALBO and BERTOLLO, 2009).  

when there is more than one instance of the executed proce
to be analyzed, the relation WasComposedBy can also b
inferred, as shown in Figure 3, allowing to obtain a
stakeholders, resources, artifacts, and procedures involve
in a specific executed process. 

The Prospective provenance of PROV-SwProcess 
divided into two levels: (i) Standard Process Level and (
Intended Process Level. Figure 4 presents PROV-SwProce
model constructs, considering Standard Process Lev
(refers to generic processes defined by an organizatio
establishing the basic requirements for processes to b
performed in that organization), and Figure 5 presents th
Intended Process Level constructs (relates to process
intended to be performed in the context of a specific proje
or organizational area). Although the difference betwee
standard process level and intended process level are sma
the Standard Process Level “refers to generic process
defined by an organization, establishing the bas
requirements for processes to be performed in th
organization”. On the other hand, the Intended Process Lev
“relates to processes intended to be performed in the conte
of a specific project or organizational area”, as in SP
(FALBO and BERTOLLO, 2009). The comple
specification of the PROV-SwProcess model8 presents a
classes and relationships (details in Figures 2 to 5). Table
presents its main classes and relations. 

 

Figure 2: PROV-SwProcess - Retrospective Provenance (Part 1) - Conceptual Model. 
 
 

 
lete list of semantic defects can be accessed at: 
abriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/PROV-
iscrepant_Cases.pdf 
rams uses as basis the UML 
.omg.org/spec/UML/) and the following points should be 
hen analyzing them: i) Constructs and associations presented 
>>” were derived from PROV. Newly PROV-SwProcess 
/ relations and classes appear without “<<>>”; ii) Elements in 

yellow ellipses are specializations of the Entity PROV type and element
in orange pentagons are specializations of the Agent PROV type; iii) 
Associations with black solid lines are used to capture Retrospective 
Provenance, associations with blue solid lines are used to capture 
Prospective Provenance, and associations with red dashed lines can be 
inferred by PROV-SwProcess.  
8 Available at: http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/  
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Figure 3: PROV-SwProcess - Retrospective Provenance (Part 2) - Conceptual Model 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: PROV-SwProcess - Prospective Provenance of Intended Process Level. 
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Table 2: PROV-SwProcess Constructs. 
Aspect Construct  

Process and
Instance 

Activity 

Stakeholder

Resource 

Procedure 

9 Used to c
the role inten
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type Namespace 
 Class provswprocess:Software_Process 

provswprocess:Process_Instance 

Retrospective 
Provenance 
Association 

prov:wasAttributedTo 

provswprocess:wasComposedBy 

Prospective 
Provenance 
Association 

provswprocess:isInstanceOf 

Class prov: Activity 

Retrospective 
Provenance 
Association 

provswprocess:adopted 

provswprocess:changed 

prov:generated 

prov:used 

prov:wasAssociatedWith 

prov:wasInformedBy 

Prospective 
Provenance 
Association 

provswprocess:adopts 

provswprocess:changes 

provswprocess:generates 

provswprocess:hasResponsible 

provswprocess:hasResponsibleRole 

provswprocess:isAssociatedWith 

provswprocess:isAssociatedWithRole 

provswprocess:isComposedBy 

provswprocess:isSubActivity 

provswprocess:precedes 

provswprocess:uses 

 

Class 

provswprocess:Stakeholder 

provswprocess:Organization_Stakeholder 

provswprocess:Person_Stakeholder 

provswprocess:Team_Stakeholder 

provswprocess:Stakeholder_Role9 

Retrospective 
Provenance 
Association 

prov:actedOnBehalfOf 

provswprocess:created 

provswprocess:modified 

prov:hadRole 

Prospective 
Provenance 
Association 

provswprocess:actsOnBehalfOf 

provswprocess:hasRole 

provswprocess:participates 

Class 

provswprocess:Resource 

provswprocess:Software_Resource 

provswprocess:Hardware_Resource 

Class 

provswprocess:Procedure 

provswprocess:Method 

provswprocess:Document_Template 

provswprocess:Technique 

Retrospective 
Provenance 
Association 

provswprocess:wasAppliedTo 

prov:wasRevisionOf 

 
apture the intended role for the execution of some activity or 
ded to be responsible for some software_process in a 

way, differently from prov:role, an attribute to represent the 
n entity or agent with respect to an activity, in the context of 
ation, invalidation, association, start, and end. 

Artifact Class provswprocess:Artifact 

provswprocess:Software_Product 

provswprocess:Software_Item 

provswprocess:Document 
provswprocess:Model 

provswprocess:Information_Item 

Retrospective 
Provenance 
Association 

provswprocess:wasBasedOn 

prov:wasDerivedFrom 

prov:wasRevisionOf 

 
PROV-SwProcess model also has an operation

ontology10 that extends PROV-O ontology (LEBO et a
2013) and is specified using OWL2 (W3C, 2012). We use
the METHONDOLOGY methodology (FERNANDEZ
LOPEZ et al., 1997), encompassing the creation of th
ontology and evolving prototypes. It includes specificatio
conceptualization, formalization, integration, an
implementation of the PROV-SwProcess ontology. In th
process, we reviewed existing ontologies that could b
adapted/reused, resulting in reusing some concepts 
Software Process Ontology (SPO) (FALBO an
BERTOLLO, 2009), as stated before. This ontology h
specific inference rules that may be used on SDP provenan
data. An inference rule can be applied to PROV-SwProce
instances to add new PROV-SwProcess statements, bringin
implicit provenance. The following subsection presen
these rules in detail. 

 
4.2.1 PROV-SwProcess Inference Rules 

Considering an inference as a rule applied to instances 
add a new statement and checks its consistency, the PROV
SwProcess model also specifies its inference rules. Th
PROV-SwProcess Ontology also implemented them. W
defined eight groups of inference rules, and we specifie
them using the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL
(HORROCKS et al., 2004). 

1. Created 
This inference states that if an activity ac was associate
with a stakeholder sta and this activity ac generated a
artifact art, the relationship created between the stakehold
sta and the artifact art can be inferred. Figure 6 shows th
even if there is no explicit and direct relation in th
provenance data between Mary and Payment_Test_Case
we can infer, using this rule, that Mary create
Payment_Test_Cases. 

prov:wasAssociatedWith(?ac, ?sta) ^ prov:generated(?ac, ?art) -> 
provswprocess:created(?sta, ?art) 

2. Modified 
This inference states that if an activity ac was associate
with a stakeholder sta and during this activity ac an artifa
art was changed, the relation modified between th
stakeholder sta and the artifact art can be inferred. Figure

10 PROV-SwProcess Ontology: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5222104
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shows that even if there is no explicit and direct relation in 
the provenance data between Simon and 
Accountin
modified t

prov:wasA
?art) -> pro

3. WasBa
These inf
procedure
changed a
inferred b
Figure 6 s
relation 
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infer, u
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provswpro
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ac1, stating a dependency between these activities. Figure 6 
shows that even if there is no explicit and direct relation in 
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g_System, we can infer, using this rule, that Simon 
he Accounting_System. 

ssociatedWith(?ac, ?sta) ^ provswprocess:changed(?ac, 
vswprocess:modified(?sta, ?art) 

sedOn 
erences state that if an activity ac adopted a 
 pro and this same activity ac generated or 
n artifact art, the relation wasBasedOn could be 
etween the artifact art and the procedure pro. 
hows that even if there is no explicit and direct 

in the provenance data between 
Test_Cases and Test_Cases_Template, we can 
sing this rule, that Payment_Test_Cases 
On Test_Cases_Template. Another inference of 
me type can be seen between 

ents_Document and Software_Cost_Reduction. 
cess:adopted(?ac, ?pro) ^  
ated(?ac, ?art) -> provswprocess:wasBasedOn(?art, ?pro) 
cess:adopted(?ac, ?pro) ^ provswprocess:changed(?ac, 
vswprocess:wasBasedOn(?art, ?pro) 

pliedTo 
ng that a Document Template represents a 
 that establishes a “uniform way for preparing a 
t, providing a predefined format and a defined 
for filling it with the required information” 
nd BERTOLLO, 2009), these inferences state that 
ity ac adopted a document template dt (a specific 
ocedure) and this same activity ac generated or 
 document d (a specific type of artifact), the 
asAppliedTo could be inferred between the 

 template dt and document d. Figure 6 shows that 
here is no explicit and direct relation in the 
e data between Test_Cases_Template and 
Test_Cases, we can infer, using this rule, that 
s_Template wasAppliedTo Payment_Test_Cases. 
cess:adopted(?ac, ?dt) ^  
ated(?ac, ?d) -> 
cess:wasAppliedTo(?dt, ?d) 
cess:adopted(?ac,?dt)^ 
cess:changed(?ac,?d)-> 
cess:wasAppliedTo(?dt,?d) 

rivedFrom 
ence states the derivation between two artifacts if 
 ac has used an artifact art1 and this same activity 
a new artifact art2. When this inference was 

ted in the SDP domain, it allowed inferring when 
t was derived from another, although this 

ip was not explicit in the provenance data. As can 
 Figure 6, we can infer that Payment_Test_Cases 
dFrom Requirements_Document. 

?ac, ?art1) ^  
ated(?ac, ?art2) -> prov:wasDerivedFrom(?art2, ?art1) 

ormedBy 
rences state that if an activity ac2 used or changed 
t art that was generated by an activity ac1, the 
asInformedBy can be inferred between ac2 and 

 
e is already in PROV-CONSTRAINTS. 

the provenance data between the activities Codification an
New_Resource_Specification, we can infer, using this rul
that Codification wasInformedB
New_Resource_Specification. 

prov:used(?ac2, ?art) ^ prov:generated(?ac1, ?art) ->
prov:wasInformedBy(?ac2, ?ac1)11 
provswprocess:changed(?ac2, ?art) ^ prov:generated(?ac1, ?art) ->
prov:wasInformedBy(?ac2, ?ac1) 

7. WasComposedBy 
These inferences are helpful only when more than on
process instance is being analyzed. It brings all th
Stakeholders, Resources, Artifacts, and Procedures of 
given SDP instance together when dealing with multip
SDP instances, i.e., we can analyze which process elemen
participated in only one process instance or various. Figu
6 shows that even if there is no explicit and direct relation 
the provenance data between the SD
New_Resource_Development and all the Stakeholder
Resources, Artifacts, and Procedures, we can use th
inference to obtain a direct association between them. 

provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?ac) ^
prov:wasAssociatedWith(?ac, ?sta) ->
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?sta) 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?ac) ^ 
provswprocess:changed(?ac, ?art) -> 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?art) 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?ac) ^ prov:generated(?ac, ?art)
-> provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?art) 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?ac) ^ prov:used(?ac, ?art) -> 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?art) 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?ac) ^ prov:used(?ac, ?res) -> 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?res) 

provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?ac) ^ 
provswprocess:adopted(?ac, ?pro) -> 
provswprocess:wasComposedBy(?sp, ?pro) 

8. HadRole  
This inference encompasses PROV-SwProce
retrospective provenance (using the relatio
wasAssociatedWith and hadRole) and prospectiv
provenance (isAssociatedWithRole relation). It states that
an activity ac is previously associated with some role r, an
a stakeholder sta has been involved in this activity ac durin
its execution, the relation hadRole between the stakehold
sta and the role r can be inferred. Figure 6 shows that eve
if there is no explicit and direct relation stating that Ma
acted as a Tester, using this inference, it is possible to obta
a direct association (HadRole) between the role Tester an
the stakeholder Mary. 

provswprocess:isAssociatedWithRole (?ac, ?r) ^
prov:wasAssociatedWith(?ac, ?sta) -> prov:hadRole(?sta, ?r) 

4.3. PROV-SwProcess Competency Questions 

A Competency Question (CQ) (USCHOLD an
GRUNINGER, 1996) is a natural language sentence th
expresses a pattern for a type of questions th
people/computational applications expect an ontology 
answer. Then, we consider that the answerability of CQs 
functional requirements of an ontology. The ontologJo
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elements (concepts, relations, properties, and axioms) must 
be necessary and sufficient to answer the competency 
questions.
SWProces
SDP ques

These CQs were initially specified by the PROV-SwProcess 
model development group, considering all of them have an 
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 We used CQ as the first evaluation of PROV-
s, to verify PROV-SwProcess's ability to answer 
tions based on provenance and execution data12. 

expertise of more than ten years in software developmen
After that, three process managers from the indust
evaluated these CQs (Section 6). 

Figure 6: PROV-SwProcess Inferences Example.

ieve that the answers to these questions can assist 
 analysis and decision-making. Section 5 presents 
n about how the PROV-SwProcess model and its 
rt can help answer these questions and insights 

o use them in SDP analysis and decision-making.  
petency questions are divided according to three 

ls and detailed in Section 5: Goal 1: Process 
Identification and possibilities for process 

Goal 2: Understanding stakeholder’s involvement 
 execution; and Goal 3: Tracking derivations and 
mong artifacts or procedures. 

g example 

lain the PROV-SwProcess model in action, we use 
 example. As mentioned in the Introduction, the 
Process model is the central part of the iSPuP 
supporting the model instantiation, new 

n inferencing, and data visualization with tool 
igure 7). iSPuP tool support allows the use of the 
OV-SwProcess model described in this work, 
ocess managers answer the eleven CQs to achieve 
, and 3.  

 
 

e that other questions can be derived from these questions and 
del. This is just an initial set whose relevance was initially 
 an interview with process managers (presented in Section 6). 

Figure 7: iSPuP Tool Architecture. 

The initial effort required to use iSPuP is to develop
wrapper to structure all recorded process execution da
according to the PROV-SwProcess model. We need 
provide the following set of execution data for each of th
analyzed processes: (i) Executed processes with its nam
and manager (a Stakeholder); (ii) Executed activities of eac
process, with their name, start, and end time; (i
Stakeholders associated with the executed activi
(mandatory) and their specific role (optional); (iv) Artifac
changed, used, or generated by the executed activity; (
Procedures adopted for the execution of the activi
(optional); (vi) Hardware and/or Software resources used b
the activity (optional); (vii) Responsibility amon
stakeholders (optional); (viii) Process standard model an
process intended model definition, in order to allow proce
prospective provenance capturing and analysis (optiona
Although data from items (v) to (viii) are optional, it 
important to record as much information as possible 
achieve a more accurate and specific data analysi
Considering all data from (i) to (viii), eleven CQs are ful
answered. By capturing only the mandatory data, eight of th
CQs can be answered. Without the optional data, th
analysis proposed by CQ2, CQ8, and CQ9 are not possib
to be carried out. Currently, the iSPuP approach has thr
specific wrappers: one for Mantis13, a wrapper for 
proprietary VCS, and the other that allows converting .c
files according to PROV-SwProcess constructs an
relations. Besides, the iSPuP tool provides a generic wrapp
that needs to be specialized to other specific formats, 
necessary. The tool populates the ontology after storing th
SDP data in a relational database, modeled according 
PROV-SwProcess constructs and relations. There are tabl
to store activities, artifacts, stakeholder
wasAssociatedWith relation (which relates activities wi

13 https://www.mantisbt.org/  
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the stakeholders who have executed them). Lastly, a graph 
visualization using all the data and ontology inferred 
informatio
and suppo
example o

This ru
Developm
manipulat
used two 
SDP, as d
SwProces
provenanc
example p

graphical visualization of this example in iSPuP. Activities 
and the software process instance are shown in blue 
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n is generated to allow process manager analysis 
rt data-driven decision-making (Figure 8 shows an 
f this graph visualization).  
nning example uses an SDP called New Resource 
ent. It comprises five distinct activities that 
ed specific artifacts, adopted two procedures and 
resources. Six stakeholders were involved in this 
etailed in Table 3. Considering that the PROV-
s model also addresses SDP prospective 
e, Table 4 presents the data about the running 
rocess model definition. Figure 8 (a) shows the 

rectangles. Stakeholders are the orange pentagons an
artifacts, procedures, or resources, in yellow ellips
(preserving the PROV notation). The relations between the
are shown as green edges. After the inference algorithm
execution over the ontology instances, we obtained th
visualization shown in Figure 8 (b). All the implicit relatio
proposed by the PROV-SwProcess model were inferre
(only the wasComposedBy inference does not appe
because this inference is only used when more than on
process instance is being analyzed) and appeared in red.

Table 3: Running Example Execution Data. 
Process Instance: New Resource Development 

Process Responsible Attribution: Simon 
Start Ended Stakeholders Artifacts Procedures Resources 

on 

2017-
01-14 
10:00:00 

2017-
01-15 
12:00:00 

Client, Joao, 
Support_Team 

USED Cliente_Request_Email 
(Information_Item) 
GENERATED 
Requirements_Document 
(Document) 

 - 

n 2017-
01-15 
13:00:00 

2017-
01-15 
18:00:00 

Simon 
(Responsible 
for Derek), 
Derek 

USED  
Eclipse_IDE (Software_Product), 
Financial_Module 
(Software_Item), 
Requirements_Document 
(Document), UML_class_model 
(Model) 
CHANGED 
Payment_Component 
(Software_Item) 

- - 

es 2017-
01-18 
10:00:00 

2017-
01-18 
13:00:00 

Mary USED 
Requirements_Document 
(Document) 
GENERATED 
Payment_Test_Cases (Document) 

ADOPTED 
Test_Cases_Template 
(Document_Template) 

 

2017-
01-18 
10:00:00 

2017-
01-18 
18:00:00 

Mary USED 
Payment_Component 
(Software_Item), 
Payment_Test_Cases (Document) 
 

ADOPTED 
white-box_testing 
(Technique) 

USED 
Dell_Inspiron_ 
Intel_Core_i7_8GB_1TB
(Hardware_Resource), 
JUnit5 
(Software_Resource) 

2017-
01-20 
10:00:00 

2017-
01-21 
18:00:00 

Simon CHANGED 
Accounting_System 
(Software_Product) 

- - 

Table 4: Running Example Process Model Definition 
Process: New Resource Development 

Process Responsible: Simon 
Role Artifacts Procedures Resource

rce Specification 
S 

n 

- GENERATES 
Requirements_Document 
(Document),  

- - 

n 
S 

Programmer USES 
Eclipse_IDE (Software_Product),  
 

- - 

 Definition 
TIVITY 

Tester - ADOPTS 
Test_Cases_Template 
(Document_Template) 

 

S 
Tester - - - 

- CHANGES 
Accounting_System 
(Software_Product) 

- - Jo
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8: (a) Running Example without Inferences; (b) Running Example with Inferences. 

 
tion to the graphical representation, the iSPuP tool 
nts some data in a tabular format to facilitate their 
ext, we explain the views that support the eleven 

g the running example. 
rocess structure identification during execution 
bilities for process redesign 
hat are the process activities, artifacts, resources, 
s, stakeholders, and the relations among them 
 process execution? 
an our approach help in answering this 
n? Using a list or a graph with the executed 

es, artifacts, resources, procedures, and 
lders with their respective relations. 
is: It is possible to identify all the process elements 
ticipated in process executions and their relation. 
n-Making Possibility: After identifying the 
 elements and the relations between them, it is 
e to find gaps (elements without association or 
ate relation established) in the analyzed data and 

 them in future process executions or change the 
 model specification.  
8(b) shows all the process elements from the 
xample and their relations during the process 
. When hovering the mouse on each node or 
e can see its name and details. We can do several 
sing this visualization. For example, we can see 
n and Derek participated in the Codification 
ut only Simon acted on Deploy activity; Mary 
 a Tester and created the document 
Test_Cases. Using this visualization, if we found 
lements without association or inadequate relation 
d), the process manager can use this information 
it in the subsequent process executions.  

hich procedures are used by the process during 
on? 
an our approach help in answering this 
n? Using the number of procedures used to 
 the process artifacts and a list or graph with them. 

• Analysis: It is possible to check which procedur
influenced an artifact development; verify the procedur
most useful in the analyzed instance(s), when the artifac
used a procedure in a number greater than the averag
and check useless procedures (the procedures that we
never used during the execution of the processes carrie
out by the organization). 

• Decision-Making Possibility: When verifying th
procedures influenced an artifact development, th
process manager can evaluate if this fact has bee
planned/expected (in the process modeling phase) or no
if this information is not specified in the process mode
the process manager may include it; Being aware that 
the process executions widely use a procedure, th
manager can better plan any changes in this procedu
(when necessary), since this can have a significant impa
on future executions; if a process execution does not u
a procedure, this information may be valid for the proce
manager to evaluate whether this procedure needs to b
changed/reshaped to be used as planned or if it should b
removed from the process model. Another point 
analysis would be the impact of not having a standard f
the development of some artifacts – it could impact th
quality level of generated artifacts and cause errors b
misunderstanding some information in these artifact
among other points. 
Figure 9 (a) shows the process artifacts, procedures, an

resources and their direct relations. Figure 9 (b) shows th
popup that is displayed when hovering the mouse 
Payment_Test_Cases. We can see that a procedure calle
Test_Cases_Template was necessary to create the docume
artifact Payment_Test_Cases, and only the docume
artifact Payment_Test_Cases was based on th
Test_Cases_Template. As a data-driven decision-makin
possibility, considering this running example, most artifac
were not created based on any procedure, so we can analy
this fact to establish specific procedures for creating artifac
involved in the process. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9: Visualization to support CQ2. 
 

: Which activities had a high complexity 
ng the number of associated stakeholders, 
rocedures, and/or resources)? 

n-Making Possibility: With the information 
d by this analysis, the process manager can 
e if this fact has been planned/expected (in the 
 modeling phase) or not; if the process model does 
cify this information, the process manager may 
 the process model to represent better the process 
as executed; and a possible evaluation of the 
es detected as more complex can be performed, 
 to divide it into less complex sub-activities. 
 use Figure 8 to support this question, and we 
 any discrepancy between the activity associations 
any complex activity. We can only detect that 
ctivity has fewer associations than the other 
Another way to support answering this question is 
abular view (Figure 10), using the Activity Degree 
n. As we can notice in the graphic visualization, 

y with the lowest associations is Deploy. 

 
igure 10: Visualization to support CQ3. 

─ CQ4: Which activities had a high dependency (o
other activities)? 
• How can our approach help in answering th

question? Using the number of dependent activities 
each executed activity and a list of them or some grap
representation showing these dependencies. 

• Analysis: It is possible to analyze the dependenc
between two activities, i.e., when exchanging som
artifact by two activities, one activity using some enti
generated or changed by the other occurred. It is al
possible to discover which activity occurred before 
after another during execution time and identify possib
bottlenecks based on activities dependency. 

• Decision-Making Possibility: From the previo
analysis, the process manager can confront the activiti
(and their flow) specified in the process model and ho
they occurred during execution. If there is an
discrepancy, she/he can make changes in the proce
model, according to what she/he verified that w
executed. Another decision is to try to make up chang
in the process model to avoid bottlenecks if identified 
the previous analysis. 
Figure 11(a) shows the process instan

(New_Resource_Development) and its activities (Deplo
Test, Test_Cases_Definition, Codification, an
New_Resource_Specification) - a filter was used in th
visualization tool only to show them). Figure 11 (b), (c), an
(d) show the details of Codification, Test_Cases_Definitio
and Test activities, respectively. Codification an
Test_Cases_Definition depend on th
New_Resource_Specification, and Test depends on th
Test_Cases_Definition. Then, it was not verified in th
running example any relevant difference between th
activities` dependency during its execution flow and i
respective process model flow (in this running example, th
process flow model is continuous, following the same ord
in which Table 3 presents the activities). 

 
 

 

an our approach help in answering this 
n? Using the number of Artifacts, Stakeholders, 

ures, and Resources associated with a specific 
 or a graph showing these relations. 
is: It is possible to check when activities are 
ted with many stakeholders, artifacts, procedures, 
resources compared to the other activities of the 
, indicating that this activity could be more 
x than others. 
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(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 
Figure 11: Visualizations to support CQ4. 

nderstanding stakeholder’s involvement in 
ecution 
What is the activities distribution among 
rs? 
an our approach help in answering this 
n? Using the number of activities each 
lder is involved in and a list of them or some graph 
ntation showing activities x stakeholders. 
is: It is possible to discover, from a stakeholder, 
ctivities (and the total of these activities) in which 

she/he participated, allowing to understand the activiti
distribution among stakeholders in the process executio

• Decision-Making Possibility: When verifying that 
stakeholder is participating in more activities than other
the process manager can evaluate if this fact was real
planned/expected (considering, for example, that 
stakeholder was associated with a high number 
activities because him/her is always attributed 
activities with a lower level of complexity) or if it h
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12 shows the process instance stakeholders, their 
 activities, and software_process (a filter was 
the visualization tool to omit the artifacts, 
s, and resources). Another way to support 
 CQ5 is by using part of the data presented in the 
 (Figure 13). A filter was used in this table to show 
stakeholders. Questions like “In how many 

a stakeholder participated? / Which stakeholder 
ed in more activities? / Which stakeholder 
ed in fewer activities?” can be quickly answered 
visualization presented in Figure 12 or the table 
Figure 13. We cannot perceive any significant 
y between the number of stakeholders associated 

ities. While Mary and Simon were associated with 
ties, other stakeholders are associated with only 
ty. However, suppose we verify that a stakeholder 
ating in much more activities than others. In that 
process manager could evaluate if this fact was 

instantiation.  

Figure 12: Visualization to support CQ5 – part 1.

Figure 13: Visualization to support CQ5 – part 2 and CQ7. 

Which artifacts are known by a stakeholder, 
g that in some process execution, she/he created 
d such artifact? 
can our approach help in answering this 

ion? Using the number of artifacts, each 
older is involved in its creation or modification 

 list with them. 
sis: It is possible to discover all the artifacts 
d and/or modified by a stakeholder, allowing to 
stand what artifacts this stakeholder has some 
ledge, considering she/he manipulated this artifact 
me process execution. Considering the artifact 
xt, it is possible to discover all the stakeholders 
now it, considering it was created or modified by 
 
ion-Making possibility: in a future execution of 
alyzed process, if a particular task is associated 

a specific artifact, the process manager (or the 
n responsible for the process instantiation) can 
te to this task a stakeholder with greater or less 
ledge about the artifact to be manipulated during 
task execution, according to the project 

tives/goals. 

Figure 14: Visualization to support CQ6. 

 
Figure 14 shows the process artifacts and stakeholder

Using this visualization, we can see that the thr
stakeholders (Client, Support_Team, and Joao) know abo
Requirements_Document. Mary knows th
Payment_Test_Cases, Simon and Derek kno
Payment_Component, and Simon also knows th
Accounting_System. We can also detect no significa
discrepancy among the stakeholders, considering th
number of artifacts they know. All the stakeholders a
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associated with just one or two artifacts, creating or 
modifying it (Payment_Component and Accounting_System 
were mo
Payment_
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dified while Requirements_Document and 
Test_Cases were created – the relation’s name can 
zed in the tool when hovering the mouse over it). 
e execution of the process, if a particular task is 
 with the Payment_Component, the process 
can allocate Simon or Derek to this task, 
g that they have previous knowledge about this 

Which stakeholders are out of the average of 
d/or modified artifacts?  
can our approach help in answering this 

ion? Based on the artifact’s manipulation average 
on the number of artifacts each stakeholder is 
ed in its creation or modification. 
sis: It is possible to discover, from a stakeholder, 

tal of and which artifacts were created or modified 
/her, allowing to understand the performance of 

stakeholder considering the manipulation of 
ss artifacts (e.g., if she/he usually creates new 
cts or if she/he only modified them).  
ion-Making Possibility: When verifying that a 
older is creating more artifacts than others, the 

ss manager can evaluate if the stakeholder really 
 to create them or lacks knowledge about the 
ng and available artifacts to be changed/adapted. 
rocess manager can better specify the responsible 
e artifacts manipulation in a future execution of 
rocess to obtain a better balance concerning the 
older performance, considering the number of 

cts handled by the stakeholders. 
port answering CQ7, we use part of the data 
in the data table, as shown in Figure 13. We cannot 
y significant discrepancy between the number of 
reated or modified by the stakeholders. While 
ent, Support_Team, and Joao created one artifact 
on modified two artifacts and Derek only one. 
possibility for decision-making would be to 
n the next process execution the possibility of 
stakeholders who created artifacts to modify 
rtifacts and those who only modified artifacts the 
 to create new ones, if necessary. 

hat are the relationships among stakeholders? 
can our approach help in answering this 

ion? Using the number of responsibility relations 
g stakeholders and a list of them. 
sis: It is possible to know the responsibility 
en the stakeholders during a process instance 
tion, detecting whether one stakeholder is 
nsible for many others or not. 
ion-Making possibility: after analyzing the 
nsibility among stakeholders in executed 
ces, the process manager can use this information 
 allocating the responsibilities between 
olders, when a new instance of this process model 

ated, according to the project objectives/goals. 
15 shows the stakeholders and their direct 

a filter was used in the visualization tool to show 

SwProcess association called ActedOnBehalfOf, and it is n
inferred, the visualization only shows the informatio
provided in the process execution data. Considering th
there is only one relationship of responsibility amon
stakeholders, the process manager should assess if the oth
stakeholders do not really act under the responsibility 
others. 

 
Figure 15: Visualization to support CQ8. 

─ CQ9: Which roles does each stakeholder assume? 
• How to answer the question: Number of rol

performed by a stakeholder and a list of them. 
• Analysis: It is possible to analyze all the roles that

specific stakeholder has already played and, from a rol
to verify which stakeholders can accomplish it. 

• Decision-Making Possibility: In the next instantiatio
of this process model, if the process manager needs 
allocate some stakeholder in a specific activity th
needs some pre-defined role, she/he can evaluate wh
can perform this role, based on stakeholders’ skills. O
the other hand, she/he can also decide who shou
participate in training programming to accomplish mo
roles during process execution.  

Figure 16 shows the stakeholders and their role
According to this visualization, Derek and Simon acted 
Programmers, and Mary acted as a Tester. As decisio
making, we can state that in the subsequent execution of th
process, if the process manager needs to allocate a Tester 
a Programmer in a specific activity, she/he knows who ca
perform these roles, based on previous execution dat
Considering that PROV notation does not have a specif
symbol for the stakeholder’s roles, we assume that th
visualization should be improved. 
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Figure 16: Visualization to support CQ9. 
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Tracking derivations and revisions among 
r procedures 

 Which artifacts are derivations from others?  
can our approach help answer this question? 
 a graph showing process artifacts and their 

ctive derivation (our approach considers a 
tion among two Artifacts when an activity ac has 

an artifact art1 and this same activity generates a 
rtifact art2). 
sis: It is possible to discover all the artifacts 
d from others and verify the artifacts that were 
used to derive others and, therefore, are of great 
tance in the analyzed SDP. 
ion-Making Possibility: When verifying that an 
ct was more used to derivate others, the changes in 
rtifact must be well planned to avoid that all the 
s other artifacts derived from it also need to be 
ed. 

 Which artifacts or procedures are revisions from 

ur approach can help in answering this 
n? Using a graph showing process artifacts (or 
res) and the revisions relations between them. 

is: It is possible to discover all the artifacts 
s, in addition to its latest versions/revisions. 
n-Making Possibility: It is possible to evaluate 
he last revision of a given artifact occurred, in 
n to showing if an artifact has already had many or 
nges. This information can help define which 
 (or procedure) can/should be used in future 
 execution. 

hovering the mouse in Payment_Test_Cases an
Requirements_Documents, we can see Figure 18 (a) and (b
We can see that Requirements_Document was derived fro
Cliente_Request_Email, and Payment_Test_Cases w
derived from Requirements_Document. Besides that, if a
artifact was a revision from other(s), the tooltip will deta
this information. There was no artifact used to derive othe
or had many revisions in this running example. If it we
verified that an artifact was much used to derivate others, th
changes in this artifact would have to be well planned 
avoid that all other artifacts derived from it also need to b
changed.  

 

Figure 17: Visualization to support CQ10 and CQ1
– part 1. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 18: Visualization to support CQ10 and CQ11 – part 2. 

SwProcess Evaluation 

s no consensus on the best method for evaluating 
. They are divided into gold standard, corpus-
k-based, and finally, criteria-based approaches, 
nsider, in one way or another, the accuracy, 
ess, conciseness, adaptability, clarity, 
onal efficiency, and consistency criteria (RAAD et 
 
case of PROV-SwProcess Ontology, task-based 
 is the most appropriate since task-based 
s try to measure how far an ontology helps 
e results of a certain task. This type of evaluation 

considers that a given ontology is intended for a particul
task and is only evaluated according to its performance 
this task, regardless of all structural characteristics. 

We conducted the PROV-SWProcess evaluation in tw
phases. First, we conducted a model evaluation wi
provenance and process experts. It was planned as a mod
inspection and used a specific questionnaire to support th
detection of possible semantic defects and improveme
points in PROV-SwProcess. In the second evaluation phas
we analyze the PROV-SwProcess provenance model 
evaluate its feasibility to support data analysis and dat
driven decision-making. Process data from three differe
companies and interviews with the process managers fro
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these companies were used in a historical research study to 
evaluate the model.  
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re, this first evaluation phase helps to identify any 
 discrepancies in the model. In this sense, this 
spection can be classified as a corpus-based 
 In the second phase, the ontology was evaluated 
explanatory questions. Therefore, according to the 
 approach, it tries to measure how far an ontology 

rove the results of a certain task. In this case, the 
hase evaluation was conducted to verify the 
 to support data analysis and data-driven decision-

ing to Yin (2014), Historical Research is the 
ded evaluation method to answer explanatory 
when there is virtually no control over the events. 
storical Research, we create knowledge about 
 technology (SHULL et al., 2004). The researcher 
ate if this technology meets the initially defined 
, justifying the research's maintenance. The 
research study showed that the PROV-SwProcess 
e model could assist in making previously 
d decisions, and most of them would not be 

ith the systems, models, and tools currently 
y the companies. 

 1: Evaluation with experts 

ntioned in Section 4.1, we developed the PROV-
s model based on PROV and Software Process 
(SPO). These two models had already been 

y tested and validated in their respective areas 
ce and processes) (MISSIER et al., 2013b), 
EL et al., 2018), (BHATIA et al., 2016), (RUY et 
 This fact was one reason for choosing them as the 
ROV-SwProcess, aiming to encompass the SDP 

 and provenance data that should be captured 
g our first Research Question: RQ1. What SDP 
and provenance data should be captured?). 
efining the data that should be captured and their 
 relations, we did a careful analysis about what 
n could be inferred, using inference rules, and 

licit information could be derived from process 
 and provenance data to answer RQ2. Which 
formation can be derived from captured data? 
sing two reference models for PROV-SwProcess 
on, we decided to evaluate our model by process 
enance experts to ensure its correctness. We 
e subjects based on their expertise in the model 

ware process and provenance). Therefore, we 
 model inspection with experts in provenance and 

process. This evaluation used a specific 
aire14 to support the detection of possible semantic 
d improvement points in the PROV-SwProcess 
nlike syntactic defects, which can be easily 
ith tool support, semantic defects depend on 

 
lete questionnaire for the first version of PROV-SwProcess 
ilable at 
abriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/PROV-
valuationForm(version1).pdf and at 
abriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/PROV-
valuationForm(version2).pdf there is the questionnaire for its 

on. 

The model inspection used a list of possible Discrepa
Cases (DCs) to be analyzed by the subjects. DCs are issu
suggesting defects or general situations in which we ca
detect defects (SHULL et al., 2000) and made explicit f
the subjects the perspectives to look for defects. Th
definition of DCs to compose the questionnaire is intende
to cover all the PROV-SwProcess constructs and follow th
defect taxonomy adapted from (TEIXEIRA et al., 2015). A
an example, we specified the following DCs to evalua
associations related to the Activity construct: 
• Omission: Some association needed to describe the
activities that were performed in a software developmen
process (in addition to wasAssociatedWith
hadSubActivity, wasInformedBy, adopted, changed
used, startedAtTime, endedAtTime) was omitted from
the model; and some association needed to describe the
activities to be executed in a software developmen
process (in addition to precedes, dependsOn
hasSubActivity) was omitted from the model. 
• Incorrect fact: Some activity association is no
compliant with the software development process.  
• Inconsistency: Some activity association has the
same semantic meaning (is duplicated in the model).  
• Ambiguity: Some activity association is not clearly
described, using ambiguous terms. 
• Extraneous information: Some activity association
does not belong to the provenance of the software
development process.  
 
The DCs consider PROV-SwProcess association

classes, and inference rules15. We indicate that one of th
following items must be chosen for each question: Yes;
don’t know / I am not sure and No. Yes, as an answer mea
that the expert has found some semantic defect in the mode
In these cases, we would like to receive some explanatio
Then, based on this explanation, some changes in PROV
SwProcess could be evaluated, trying to solve the defec
When the expert answers No, it means that the element 
evaluation has no semantic defect. The expert used I don
know / I am not sure when she/he had doubts about som
specific element.  

Before answering the questionnaire, the subject shou
complete a characterization form16 and read the PROV
SwProcess model specification17 (we sent an e-mail wi
instructions to the subjects, and they filled them in witho
any help).  

 
6.1.1 Results and Discussion  

In the first round, two software process and provenan
experts evaluated the first version of the PROV-SwProce

15 All the DCs are available at: 
http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/PROV-
SwProcess_Discrepant_Cases.pdf  
16 Available at: http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/PROV
SwProcess_SubjectCharacterizationForm.pdf  
17 As an example, the last version of PROV-SwProcess specification are
available at: http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/  
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engineering analyst, modeling and describing 
nd has a superficial knowledge about provenance. 
has 11 years of experience, superficial knowledge 
e process, good knowledge about provenance. 
 1 found 9 defects (out of 32 DCs) and presented 
nties, while Subject 2 found only 1 defect. The 
e of defects found was much lower than the 
f correct elements in the model (81% of correct 
sus 16% of defects and 3% of uncertainties). 
 the defects’ types, 70% of them are about some 
ission, 29% are inconsistencies, and 1% are about 
. After receiving the questionnaire answers, we 
d the experts to understand the expert’s reasoning 

could be done in the model to eliminate the errors 
tainties found. As they did significant changes in 
, we considered the need to re-evaluate the PROV-
s model after this first evaluation round. 
cond round follows the same format as the first, 
her expert, having a Ph.D. degree, ten years of 
e, conducting software process projects. He is also 
 in provenance and PROV. Due to the vast 
e of this expert in software processes and 
e, we considered him an oracle. This round 
the second version of PROV-SwProcess20. We 
e adjustments to accommodate the model first 
rrections, e.g., new added relations/concepts. This 
 form has 38 questions, and the expert pointed out 
t points and 6 defects (3 incorrect facts, 1 
ncy, and 2 omissions). 
ering the RQ1 “What SDP execution and 
e data should be captured?” could be answered 
g that it uses as a base the PROV (MOREAU and 
2013) and Software Process Ontology (SPO) 

and BERTOLLO, 2009), which were extensively 
 validated in their respective areas (provenance 
esses). Besides, three software process and 
e experts validated the SDP execution and 
e data captured by the PROV-SwProcess model. 
d question, RQ2, “Which implicit information can 
 from captured data?” was checked considering 
l analysis done about what information could be 
sing inference rules previously established, and 

licit information could be derived, from process 
 and provenance data. The inference rules and the 
tained through their use were verified and 
by the experts. Finally, RQ3, “What are the 

istics and limitations of the existing provenance 
s/models that deal with SDP provenance?” was 
nswered based on the quasi-systematic revision, 
g the limitations of this type of literature review.  

reats to Validity  

15) proposes the analysis of four types of threats 
y. We discuss each one in the following: (i) 

 
at: http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/v1.html  
 at: 
abriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/PROV-
valuationForm(version1).pdf  

scenario study (see evaluation phase 2) would assist in th
evolution of the model and provide more sustainability f
the relationships established. The study also needs to b
expanded in the number of participants to assist its validi
and generalization of the results; (ii) Internal Validity: th
results are still preliminary, and although they indicate
positive conclusion, a more detailed study of the response
including statistical methods, is essential to present mo
concrete conclusions; (iii) External validity: the study w
presented under the context of software proce
management and its results are limited to the context and th
data used; and (iv) Reliability: We did not present a
extensible detailing of the execution of the study, but th
documentation guarantees relative reproducibility of th
evaluation. 
 

6.2.Phase 2: Evaluation with software development 

companies 

In order to answer the other two research questio
presented in the Introduction, “RQ4. What are the analys
possibilities that can be carried out on SDP provenan
data?” and “RQ5. How the analysis possibilities discovere
in RQ4 can improve and assist process managers 
decision-making”, we want to investigate them in re
industry scenarios. We are interested in evaluating th
PROV-SwProcess model feasibility in real-world contexts

 
6.2.1 Study Definition 
The evaluation scope was defined based on the GQ
method (BASILI, 1994): Analyze PROV-SwProcess mod
to evaluate its feasibility to support data analysis and dat
driven decision making with respect to provide releva
information under the point of view of process manage
in the context of the software development process. 
 
6.2.2 Study Planning 

• Context selection: We choose three distinct process
for the evaluation. The first process, called SDP1 in th
study, manages change requests in a business manageme
software. The company is a small company, having aroun
30 employees, and operates for more than ten years in th
software development context. The second process, calle
SDP2, deals with error handling and implementing ne
features in an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
It is from a medium-size company (having 59 employee
acting in the software development context 24 years. Finall
the third process, SDP3, deals with issues related 
developing and maintaining the company projects. Th
company operates for more than ten years and can b
considered a large company with more than 100 employee
Despite using three different scenarios, we must emphasi
that the selected scenarios did not address SDP as a whol

20 Available at: 
http://www.gabriellacastro.com.br/provswprocess/v2.html  
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ts characterization: For each data set, the 
defined a subject to evaluate the results using an 
 This subject selection considers only participants 
ater degree of knowledge about the process in the 
s (managers with greater responsibility for the 

DP1: The subject is a male who has worked as a 
in SDP1 for two years. He holds a degree in 
n Systems. SDP2: The subject is a male, who 
 a development manager for four years, and in the 
years, he is the company’s development director. 
sponsible for creating SDP2 and directly monitors 
hen. Considering these facts, he has a broad 
e of the analyzed process. SDP3: The subject is a 
 worked as a developer, a team leader, and, lastly, 
ss manager (for 2.5 years) in the SDP3 company, 
broad knowledge of the analyzed process and 
ata.  

y Execution and Analysis 

ms to analyze the approach in supporting SDP 
 data analysis and data-driven decision-making 
venance data from 25 instances of an SDP. The 
data are from an SDP that manages change 
 business management software. The data did not 
e procedures and resources used and did not 

he names of the stakeholders involved in the 
 of the activities. They only provided the names of 
that performed them. The data are related to three 
ctivities from this process model: Request the 
f Change, Solution Implementation, and Change 
Complete. For each CQ (detailed in Section 5), we 
during the interview with the managers : (a) 

analysis correctness, (b) check if the analysis can 
 previously defined decision-making, (c) check if 
any’s current process management tool or 
 can help to answer the questions, and (d) evaluate 
nce of answering the questions to support the 
nd decision-making processes.  
sis Summary: In summary, we had the following 
Seven of the eleven questions proposed to evaluate 
 could be answered with the dataset provided by 
any. The four that could not be answered are 
nsufficient data were provided to make them 
the company did not provide the procedures used 
 execution of the process, the relationship between 
and some information that enables capturing the 
s and revisions between the artifacts and/or 
s). The absence of such data was recurrent in the 
 two processes (SDP2, SDP3). ii) When verifying 
manager the correctness of each of the seven 
that were possible to be answered, 100% of them 
uated as correct. iii) When considering if the 
an assist in decision-making (according to each 

 
e abbreviation for ‘Request for Change’, in Portuguese. 
 at: 

llacastro.com.br/provswprocess/appendix/APPENDIX1.pdf  
iled discussion about all questions is presented in 
llacastro.com.br/provswprocess/appendix/APPENDIX2.pdf, 

questioning if the manager could answer the questions usin
his current management tools and data, he said no for seve
of them, partially for three, and yes, just for one. v) Th
manager also evaluates the relevance of each question 
support process analysis and decision making. H
considered 6 of them Extremely relevant, two are Ve
relevant, the other two are Somewhat relevant, and just on
Not very relevant. No question was Irrelevant. v
Considering the final group of questions of the intervie
script22, the manager initially said yes when asked if th
questions were adequate and sufficient to achieve the goal
however, after thinking a little more about this question, h
suggested changing the answer to partially becaus
although the questions are adequate, he believes that Goal
should take into account, at some point, the type of tas
performed (maintenance or new resource implementation) 
understand stakeholder’s involvement in process executio
better; vii) as new questions to be analyzed the manag
suggested the creation of two new possibilities: (1) Analy
the ‘failure rate’ of the development activities performed (
data related to the test activities were provided); (
Implement filters that show the relationship between eac
process instance, the versions associated with it, and th
‘affected’ clients on each process instance.  

SDP2: Aims to analyze the model in supporting SD
execution data analysis and data-driven decision-makin
using provenance data from 10 instances of the SDP. Th
data are from a process that deals with error handling an
implementation of new features in an ERP Project. S
different roles (Client, Test Team, Support, Suppo
Manager, Development Manager, and Programme
participated. It is from a company that deals with th
creation/maintenance of accounting systems on the mark
for more than 25 years. The company did not provide th
procedures and resources used. They hid the Stakeholde
names to preserve their privacy. From this process mode
we only obtained data about five specific activities: Syste
Error Report, New Feature Request, Case Registratio
Case Resolution, and Close the Case.  
• Analysis Summary: In summary, we obtained th
following results 23: i) when verifying the correctness 
each of the seven questions that were possible to b
answered, 100% of them were evaluated as correct; ii) whe
considering if the analysis can assist on decision-makin
(according to each question), the manager mentioned yes f
ten questions and partially only for once (What are th
relationships among stakeholders?); iii) by questioning 
the manager could answer the questions using his curre
management tools and dashboards, he said no for fiv
questions, partially for two and yes for four of them.; i
considering the relevance of each question to support 
process analysis and decision making, the manager marke
4 of them Extremely relevant, 4 are Very relevant, 3 a
Somewhat relevant, and none question as Not very releva

using data from SDP2 and including the manager’s opinion on each of the
(the same procedure reported for SDP1 was followed, changing only t
scenario and the subject). 
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tions were adequate and sufficient to achieve the 
use he could not see GOAL 3 (Track derivations 
ions among artifacts and procedures) being 
ith the data provided by his company; vi) as new 
to be analyzed, the manager suggested better 
other possibilities of stakeholder relationships 

ct on behalf of) and consider activities’ time spent 
planned complexity; vii) the manager said, “the 
and inferences between the process elements 
 quite interesting”, concerning the model as a 
wever, we should analyze whether these represent 
or always occur, indicating some ‘problem’ in the 
The model would be handy for data-based 
ies”.  

ms to analyze the approach in supporting SDP 
 data analysis and data-driven decision-making 
enance data from 133 instances of the SDP. The 

rom a process that deals with error handling and 
tation of new functionalities in several projects. A 
oject was chosen, which had 133 instances of the 
hree different roles (Reporter, Manager, and 

) acted in the process, with three main activities: 
istration, Issue Attribution, and Issue Resolution. 
any did not provide the procedures and resources 
hid stakeholders’ names to preserve their privacy.  
sis Summary: The following results were 
: i) when verifying with the manager the 
ss of each of the seven questions that were 
 be answered, 6 of them were evaluated as correct 

one was evaluated as partially correct (Which 
ad a high complexity (considering the number of 
 stakeholders, artifacts, procedures and / or 

)?), because he believes that only the degree of the 
nnot be determinant to evaluate its complexity; ii) 
sidering if the analysis can assist on decision-
(according to each question), the manager 
 yes for 9 questions and partially for two (What is 
ties distribution among stakeholders?, Which 
re known by a stakeholder, considering that in 

cess execution she/he created or modified such 
 iii) by questioning if the manager could answer 
ions using his current management tools and 
s, he said no for all questions; iv) when evaluating 
nce of each question to support in process analysis 
ion making, the manager considered 7 of them 
 relevant, 3 are Very relevant and just one was 
 Not Very Relevant. None of the questions was 
as Somewhat relevant or Irrelevant; v) 

g the final group of questions of the interview 
 manager said yes when asked if the questions were 
nd sufficient to achieve the goals; vi) he did not 
ther questions to assist in SDP analysis and 
aking; vii) as regards to the model as a whole, he 

 
 at: 

llacastro.com.br/provswprocess/appendix/APPENDIX1.pdf   
on about all questions is presented in 
llacastro.com.br/provswprocess/appendix/APPENDIX3.pdf, 

6.2.4 Results Discussion 

As a summary of the results (they were checked during th
interview with the managers for each of the eleven CQ), w
can state:  
 
a) Evaluate the correctness of the performed analys
using SDP data: just one analysis in both processes w
considered incorrect. Other analyses were considere
correct. This result can be considered evidence that using th
PROV-SwProcess model, when dealing with real proce
data, brings correct analysis. It should be noted that th
analysis was carried out by a person who did not participa
or manage the analyzed processes. 
 
b) Evaluate if the performed analysis can assist in th
proposed decision making: When considering compani
1 and 2, just one analysis (of the eleven) can partially assi
in the decision-making. In company 3 (SDP3), the manag
states that two can partially assist in decision-making. F
none of the proposed CQ, the managers pointed that th
analysis could not assist in the decision-making. Regardin
the questions in which the answer was partially, there w
no consensus among the managers: Company 1 (SDP1)
“What are the process activities, artifacts, resource
procedures, stakeholders, and the relations among the
during the process execution?”, Company 2 (SDP2) 
“What are the relationships among stakeholders?”, an
Company 3 (SDP3) – “What is the activities distributio
among stakeholders?” and “Which artifacts are known by
stakeholder, considering that in some process executio
she/he created or modified such artifact?”. However, th
managers from companies 2 and 3 cited the lack of specif
data (e.g., activities duration, the level of stakeholder
relationship, and the level of artifacts knowledge) as a reaso
for not completely allow the proposed decision-making 
occur. The manager of Company 1 states the need to expo
these data to a spreadsheet format to allow him to manipula
them better. 
 
c) Verify if the CQ can be answered using the company
current process management procedures: In Company 
63.3% of the questions could not be answered using th
company’s current process management procedures. 
Company 2, this rate is 45.4%, and in Company 3, it 
100%. A possibility raised about Company 2 ability 
obtain more answers to the questions could be because th
is a company where all the employees work in the hom
office, which requires greater control and monitoring ov
the process activities, considering that there is no possibili
of analyzing these through some personal contact. 
 

d) Evaluate the relevance of answering the question
to support analysis and decision-making processes: A

using data from SDP3 and including the manager’s opinion on each of 
them (the same procedure reported for SDP1 was followed, changing on
the scenario and the subject).  
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shown in Figures 19 and 20, answering the questions is 
highly relevant to aid decision-making in 52% of the cases. 
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of the questions, answering it would be irrelevant 
osed decision-making.  

 
Figure 19: Questions Relevance. 

 

re 20: Questions Relevance X Company. 

ering these results and the two research questions 
hat are the analysis possibilities that can be 
t on SDP provenance data? and RQ5. How the 
ossibilities discovered in RQ4 can improve and 
ess managers in decision-making), we can state: 

owed that the analysis possibilities on the captured 
 be performed in real scenarios, except when 
t data was provided. 

on-making possibilities on each CQ have been 
resented and evaluated by managers. 

ats to Validity 

 our care in reducing the threats to validity of the 
, some factors can influence the results: (i) 

 validity: the activities may not have been 
nsive enough to cover all the users´ needs to 
d and analyze the provenance data. A more 
nsive study would assist in the evolution of the 
and would provide more sustainability for the 
ips established in the study. Despite the use of 
rent scenarios, the results cannot be generalized to 
re processes. We should emphasize that the 

did not address the software development process 
ole. They deal with software change/issue 

ent. Based on this, it is necessary to prepare and 
dditional experimental studies to extend the 

can achieve similar results; (ii) Internal Validity: the resul
are still preliminary. Although they indicate a positiv
conclusion, a more detailed study of the responses, includin
detailed statistical methods, is important to present mo
concrete conclusions; (iii) External validity: We ca
mention the reduced number of participants (just one f
each SDP). We anticipated this threat and tried to soften
by choosing the subjects with a greater degree of knowledg
about the process in the companies (managers with great
responsibility for the process) since it would not be possib
to carry out the evaluation with all the managers involved 
the process. However, an evaluation with more participan
is needed for more conclusive results.; (iv) Conclusio
validity: The subjects’ selection can affect the resul
because of the natural variation in huma
reasoning/knowledge and considering that there are n
wrong or correct answers in the experiment. However, th
evaluation was executed with experts voluntaril
considering that volunteers are more motivated to execu
tasks. Besides that, we chose the subjects according to the
knowledge in the approach-related areas (SDP an
provenance). In addition, the expert’s evaluation w
performed offline, without any follow-up from th
researcher; and (v) Reliability: The documentation and lin
to the experiment´s data guarantee the relativ
reproducibility of the evaluation. 

Further studies could collect additional evidence that w
could not observe in our regular case study. Beside
additional experimental studies could reveal certain aspec
that were not considered, such as non-function
requirements, e.g., performance and scalability.  

  
6.3 Evaluation Results 

Based on the results of the two evaluation cycles an
considering that all the data and inference rules that th
PROV-SwProcess model proposes were validated by thr
different experts, we can have some evidence that o
hypothesis, the use of a specific provenance model f
capturing and analyzing software process provenance da
is necessary to allow the capture of all the specificities 
this area (software processes), in order to assist proce
managers in future SDP analysis and support data-drive
decision-making, can be confirmed. However, mo
detailed experimental studies need to be provided.  

Finally, our goal was accomplished, considering that w
developed and evaluated the PROV-SwProcess, a standa
model to help capture, store, and discover SDP provenan
data. 

 
6. Conclusions 

Companies have been increasing the amount of data the
collect from their systems and processes, considering th
dropping cost of memory and storage technologies in the la
years. Traceability and provenance are promisin
approaches when considering the emergence of Big Dat
Cloud Computing, E-Science, and the increasing complexi
of systems and processes. However, as we present in th
systematic literature mapping, it is still rare in the literatu
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mature proposals addressing provenance in SDP. Besides, 
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its main elements (i.e., activities, artifacts, 
rs, resources, and procedures) and the provenance 

ips between them, in an attempt to answer RQ1 
DP execution and provenance data should be 
”). Therefore, the PROV-SwProcess model was 
 and evaluated by experts in the process and 
e area, detailing a series of competency questions 
OV-SwProcess model can answer.  

provenance and process experts evaluated the 
Process model to correct some model defects. We 

their suggestions and corrections in the current 
sion. In the last round of this evaluation, the expert 
t 32 correct points and 6 defects (3 incorrect facts, 
tency, and 2 omissions), confirming RQ1. 
 this work pointed out drawbacks and gaps in 
ovenance models to deal with the SDP domain, 
 RQ3 (“What are the characteristics and 
s of the existing provenance approaches/models 
 with SDP provenance?”) and proposed and 

a provenance model for SDP, including an 
with inference rules and competency queries, 
 RQ2 (“Which implicit information can be derived 
ured data?”). Furthermore, also providing initial 
n the use of the approach and the model. 

orical research study showed that the PROV-
s model could improve and assist process 
in the SDP analysis and support data-driven 
aking in a second evaluation cycle. Most of the 

decisions would not be supported/possible using 
s and tools currently adopted by the companies. 
ork has the following contributions: i) A quasi-
c Literature Review of Provenance in the Context 
ii) A provenance model (with an operational 
 to accommodate SPD provenance specificities, 
its main elements, relations, inference rules, and 
cy questions; and iii) The model could answer a set 
d the respective decision-making possibilities that 
formed in answering them. 
re, considering these contributions and the 
 done with experts, it was possible to confirm the 
s, “the use of a specific provenance model for 
 and analyzing software process provenance data 
ry to allow the capture of all the specificities of 
(software processes), in order to assist process 
 in future SDP analysis and support data-driven 
aking”. 

ort to instantiate the model will depend on how the 
ng from the software processes are captured. In 
 it is necessary to use a wrapper to convert existing 
 structures/constructions proposed by the PROV-

s. In fact, this is the biggest limitation of our 
as a whole (and not of the model itself). 

ng that there are several tools for the creation and 
 of software processes throughout its lifecycle, the 
rapper for this conversion of the stored/captured 
e proposed model is essential. Besides that we 
sider the following improvements as future work: 
etailed comparison with all PROV-SwProcess 
 and other PROV extensions; explore other 

collaborative relationships between two or mo
stakeholders; PROV-SwProcess is divided into three leve
(standard process, intended process and executed proces
and, as future work, we can mention the possibility 
deriving relationships that can be established and/or inferre
across these levels. We did not address it in its curre
version (besides the inference HadRole); another possib
improvement for PROV-SwProcess would be to include th
relationships proposed in the Versioned-PRO
(PIMENTEL et al., 2018), allowing to deal with fin
grained provenance of SDP artifacts and procedures. W
must consider PROV-SwProcess competency questions: 
include/consider activities’ time spent and their planne
complexity in the analysis that considers the proce
activities and analyze the ‘failure rate’ of the developme
activities performed (if data related to the test activities we
provided). Finally, the need for constant evolution of th
model should be considered to meet the most curre
demands of SDP analysis and management. 
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